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Nearly all public expenditure demand studies define 1he marginal price for publicly provided goods . 
as the household's share of 1he local property tax burden, or what Is often called the tax-price. Such 
a definition is at odds with two familiar facts: taxes are ordinarily distortlonary, and property values 
are often influenced by the value of local services. This note constructs a theoretically consistent 
marginal tax-price measure incorporating 1hese considerations. The new measure demonstrates that 
previous estimates of 1he price and income elasticities of demand for public services are biased 
ellcept under very restrictive circumstances. Moreover, 1he direction of 1his bias will depend upon 
the actual incidence of public spending and the tenure status of residents. 
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Introduction 

In most empirical public expenditure demand studies. and many theoretical studies as well. 

the marginal price paid for public services is specified as a household's share of the local property 

tax burden, or "tax-price." This specification appears to be at odds with two well-known results 

about the .b,ehavioral effects of fiscal policy; that taxes are ordinarily distortionary, and that property 

values often .reflect the value of local services. I While these resu lts imply that the marginal cost of 

public services to a resident will be a nonlinear function of the spending level, few researchers have 

included this implication in their work. 

Zodrow and Mieszkowski (1983, 1986) and Mieszkowski and Zodrow (1989) have studied 

certain aspects of the relationship between tax distortions. the value of land and the form of public 

expenditure mles in their analyses of the "new view" of property taxation (I.e., in models with 

mobile capital), yet an integrated discussion of the implications of these basic relationships for 

demand modelling is nonexistent. The potential influence of capital gains income on household 

perceptions of costs and benefits has also been ignored. In a public expenditure framework. 

Wildasin (1987) has discussed the proper way to account for the tax distortion effect, but only for 

the case of renters facing fixed prices. On the other hand. Crane (1988) has analyzed the 

appropriate use of capitalization (or incidence) measures in the presence of distortionary taxes. 

though not in the context of demand modelling. This paper consol idates and extends the analysis of 

distortionary finance and the capitalization process in a public expenditure fr3l1J.fwork ill order to 

construct the true effective price of local spending. and to illustrate its relevance to empirical 

application. 

Our approach is to pose the basic positive question of whether an individual consumer 

prefers more, less Or the same amount of the public good now provided in the community of 

residence. We assume this involves a rational comparison of the direct benefit of a increase in local 

public spending with its associated cost. where a proposed change in public expenditure is expected 

to induce, on the cost side. equilibrium responses in local fax burdens. property values and possib ly 

I The importance of lax distortions to public spending nIles has long been an integral part of the optimal tax and 
spe.nding literature. as ill Atkinwo and Stern (1974) . For recent revieW!i of the empirical cRI>italization literature see 
Martinez-VaZ(luel and Ihlanfeldt (1984) 8.lld Yiog.er, et al . (1988) . The theoretical conditions under which 
capitalization may take place art discussed in Yi nger (1982) and Stan'ett (1988). 



incomes, via simultaneous changes in individual and aggregate housing demand and supply 

behavior. The purpose of th is paper is to sort out these responses in a manner that reveals the 

various circumstances under which the traditional tax-price specification of household cost is or is 

not valid.2 
'" 

The next section introduces a ~;andard model of local finance. Section ill explains the role 

of second-order behavioral effects, and derives the correct marginal price in terms of the usual tax

price measure. Section IV presents an iUustrative example, and the final section summarizes a 

number of the implications of this study. 

n The ..... amework 

We employ a Tiebout-Iike (1956) model of local public finance in which households are 

identica(3 and consume only three commodities: housing h, a composite good x, and a local public 

good g. An excise tax on housing finances the public good. Migration is possible, though not 

necessarily costless, and there are a finite number of jurisdictions in the economy. 

A two-stage process characterizes the household problem of choosing private and public 

consumptiOn. The behavior within a given community and the choice of community are each 

distinct decisions made conditional on the outcome of the other. This approach is fully general and 

offers the advantage of emphasizing the importance of migration as an element of local public goods 

demand. 

2This approach does not require lIS to speoify in any detail either the nature of interjurj,dictional re,idantial 
equilibrium or the mechanisms thai cbaracterize household and capital migration, as we do Dol solv. explicitly for 
migratory behavior. The analysis therefore runs somewhat orthogonal to studies concerned with the existence and 
efficiency of Tiebout equilibrium, such as those examining the .pplicability of the so-called Henry George Theorem 
(i.e., that aggregate rents equal the cost of public services at efficient ,ervice levels: see, e.g., Arnott and Stiglitz 
(1979) and Hartwick (1980» or related studie, ofth. character of equilibrium community fonnation (e.g .• Stiglitz 
(1977, 1963) and Scotchmer and Wooders (1987». It should be mentioned. however, that most theoretical 
examinations of the relatiollShip between land prices and public policies implicitly or explicitly asBume lump-sum 
finance. and thus ignore the economic cost, of the local tax structure. See also footuote 12. 

3Th. assumption of homogeneous households i. made for convenience only. All the expression. in this poper may 
be generalized in a straightforward UUIJlIler to the case of heterogeneous consume", by adopting the appropriate 
notation. The •• gumption may be justified under some circumstances. bowever, by reference to the results of 
Scoichmer and Woodors (19B7) who argue in a club .ettins that the population ofth. community core is 
homogeneous in equi librium. 
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Conditional on the choice of location, and the public polici~s found Ihere, the repn:sentalive 

household chooses housing and the composite good to 

max U(x,h,g) 

S.t. y ~ ph(1 + t) + x (1) 

where U(.) is the differentiable, strictly quasi-concave household utility function, p is the 

(annualized) unit price of housing, t is the ad valorem tax on housing, y is (disposable) income, and 

the price of x is normalized to unity. Optimization yields the conditional indirect utility function 

V(p(1+1) ,y,g) and conditional housing demand function h(p(1+1),y,g) , which depend on prices and 

income as well as public policies (I,g) via the choice of jurisdiction,4 

Most empirical demand studies ignore the di screte self-selection component of res idential 

equilibrium 10 focus on the value of 9 implied by the condiiional function V(P(HI) ,y,g),5 A typical 

implementation is to specify a demand 1i.mction of the form 

where T is the household's after-tax share of the local propCJ1y tax base, or tax-price, Z is a vector of 

other factors thought to influence demand, and u is the error term.6,7 The estimated coefficient on T 

is 0 ftcn interpreted as the price elasticity of demand. 

4The Holutiull tp the unc.o!10itlollal uti.lity maximiz.ation prohlem is the I(,cation j satisfying U" ;:;;; rTlax{Vi: j € J}. where 
U· is maximum utility. VJ !!!! V(pi(1 +tJ) ,y) is the utility avai lable in juri~diction j and J h. the choic.t: set of 
c.ommunities. The l'olution Ult givef> the jurisdiction cllO~·ri for rt:':-:icJel lce ,1Ild the puhlic good deman(i function. 
When there 8fe raodom terms in the model, the solutioll also provid~s the !)robability that each jur~sdictioll is chosen . 
This equals the prohability tbat the choice yields the highest utility among all other locations, and ca,\ he ioterpreted a. 
the demand function in a discrete choice model. 

5RaUl~r, etlortloi to control for selectivity bias in puhlic goods dem~U1d have bc!'~n almost exclusively concerned with 
"Tiebout" bias, first identified by Ooldstein and Pauly ( 1981). This re l"rs to the ohs. ,vation that resident' .elf-select 
into bbt"erogeneous jurisdictions, within which public ~rvices are distributed uniformly. See Ruhinfeld and Shapiro 
(1989), Rubinfeld, IlI.1. (1987) IUld Ladd and Christopherson (1983) for in,trumental van.hles strategi ••. 

6See ••. g., Berg.trom and Goodman (1973), Bergstrom, 01.1. (1982), Gramlich and RuhiJlf.ld (1982), Oaks (1986), 
Rubinfeld (1987), Reid (forthcoming) and footnote 5. For a somcwbnt diHerent approach to the sftIll t' qu~ st.io li . using 
aggregate data, see Groves and Todo-Rovira (1986). 

,'. 

" , 
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To assess the short-comings of this approach, consider an individual who is asked if he or 

she prefers a different level of local public spending relative to that now offered.8 That person's 

response depends on their evaluation of expected change within the community. We represent this 

evaluation by totally differentiating the conditional indirect utility function, giving 

dV/dg ~ MRS -[(1+1~ +PJ!l. ] +.Ql av lay gx dg dg dg 

from Roy's identity, where 

MRS .~av 
gx og By 

(3) 

is the marginal value of a change in spending. The term on the right-hand-side of (3) is the 

perceived marginal, or effective, 'price" of the public good, which we denote by 

M • h [!!E.(1 +1) + p.ltt.]_c!Y. 
dg dg dg (4) 

As individuals consider various levels of local public spending, they compare the marginal benefits 

MRSgx with the effective price M, where M is in tum nonlinear in g. If the policy change makes the 

community more attractive, there will be entry and local prices may be bid up. At the same time, tax 

rates may have to increase to f!Dance the change, and this will influence the local price at the margin. 

To the extent that (3) describes the household's decision calculus, the benefit of the policy change 

71n practice, the calculation ofT would also need to account for the deductability of property taxes under the federal 
personal income tax, as well as for the structure of state and local intergovernmental aid in tho form of property tax 
credit •. 

8Thi, is the basic form of the question .,ked in several public expenditure opinion surveys, including those described 
in Courant, et aI. (1980) and Ladd and Wilson (1982). . 
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must be just offset by the change in housing and tax expenditlu'cs and inconie. M. at th~ most 

preferred public service level. 

W!1ether or not the price specification (4) is consistent with the demand equation (2) nllm on 

two issues. The first concerns the extent to which a household considers general equilibrium effects 

when it calculates the costs of fiscal reform. In particular, does a household allow for the possibility 

that tax rates and housing prices might change? If not the perceived marginal cost of new public 

spending is zero, which seems unlikely. If so, the second issue is the relationship of those tax rate 

and price changes to the tax-price measure T. We will argue below that the empirical literature has 

implicitly assumed both that households incompletely calculate the tax rate changes necessary to 

finance additional spending, and that households ignore the possibility that house prices will change 

at all. These assumptions imply perfectly price-inelastic housing demand and infinitely price .. elastic 

housing supply. When either assumption is invalid, the price and income elasticities of public 

~xpenditllre demand est ~mated from (2) are biased.9 When housing is not a substitute for or 

complement to public spending and there is no migration. the assumption of Inelastic housing 

demand alone generates unbiased parameter estimates. 

In the next section we use the local fiscal budget identity to derive these results. by 

examin ing the relationsh ip between changes in the value of the lax base and the tax rare necessary to 

finance a change in public spending. This also provides the oppoffilllity to analyze the difft"rences 

that ex ist between the marginal price M and the propOitional tax-price T, for T = hlLh,. . , . 

III Thl' Marginal I'rit,(, of' Munidpnl St·rvh.'t'~ 

The effective price, M, has three part.s: the .change in gross-of-tax housing costs due to the 

price change, the change in tax payments due to the tax rate change, and the change in household 

income. The first and third components are due to the familiar property value capitalization effect, 

9Conversely, we as~ume below tbat hou~hold expectations over tax chang.el'>, Oli~Tation, and price ohall g~s are fully 
rational. Wttre thifi a~surnption to he relaxed, as it lik.ely should be iu prnctice, the degree of household fon!"i~ht 
would then determine equilihrium, which therefore may oot exist. 
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which has rarely played an explicit role in expenditure studies. 10 '!he second term, the change in taK 

payments, is proportional to the share of the tax base held by the hou.&ehold, and appears to provide 

the basis for usihg T as a tall-cost variable. 

The first step in constructing a reduced form expression for M is to fmd the change in taK 

rates associated with the public service change. This can be determined by reference to the local 

fiscal budget identity: 

C(g,N) ; tpNh'" A (5) 

where C(.) is the cost of providing the service level g. N is community population, and A is the 

(fixed) level of intergovernmental aid. I I Our immediate iIl1erest is to use (5) to solve for the 

reduced form of (4) in terms of the variables we assume the household takes as exogenous at this 

point; namely, dp/dg, dy/dg, dN/dg and the behavioral parameters. 

Differentiating (5), where h(.) is taken as endogenous, to find 

d.C. . lh2l!. [N+(,+tl£ j'lp rlhdN+ N(Gh +ChdY)] 
JIl. ~ dg dg h' dg og. Dydlli[ 

dg ( 1£) phN 1 + . 
, +1 (6) 

and substituting into (4) allows us to rewrite the marginal price as 

[

de. + NhQe. .IP(hllli. + N~h) ~ 
M ~ T d g dg dg Og. cJ}'f1+ PtN"h) 

ttho d9\ ay 
1 + ---'-"-

1 +, (7) 

JOBrueckner (1982) u ••• property valu •• to test for the officiency of municipal'pending polici •• , but he does not 
account for tax distortions. Yinger (1982) discu .... the influence of capitalization distortions on expenditure rules, 
but al&o assume. a fixed .ize tax base. Tax·distorted measures of capitalization are also discussed iu Crane (1988). 

lIThe public good may therefore be subject to congestion. In the context of the present model. the presence of 
congef.tion effects is not necessary I but it does serve to strengthen the argument that expected migration is relevant to 
marginal costs. 
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where Eij is the elasticity of i with respect to j, and r ; p(' +1) is the gross-of-Iax unit price of housing. 
\ 

The numerator of the first term in '(7) represents the direct marginal costs asso-:iated with a change in 

local public spending along the public budget line. These include new production costs, the change 

In net-of-tax expenditures 011 current housing consumption, and the change In tax revenues at the 

going tax rate. The net cost of Increased spending is lower: the lower production costs, the less 

house prices rise, and the more tax revellue is raised due to induced changes in housing 

consumption by residents via supstitution effects, and by immigrants' purchases of additional 

housing. 

The effect of an increase in income is to lower the marginal public goods price in two ways. 

The nominal benefit is the increase itself, which is why the income term enters (7) with a negative 

sign. Moreover, from (6), an increase in y increases housing consumption (where housing is a 

normal good), and thus decreases the amount by which the tax rate must rise to finance the project. 

Each dollar increase in nominal income therefore reduces costs by more the more income-elastic is 

housing demand. 

The denominator of the first term in (7) includes the indirect effect on costs of the tax 

distortion through its effect on housing demand and hence the size of the tax base. Each item in the 

numerator must be inflated to reflect Its true cost to account for the cost of raising funds in a . . 
distortionary manner. This effect is naturally stronger the more price-elastic demand and the higher 

the tax rate. 12 

The important case of homeowners who at least partly expect to receive capital gains benefits 

fro~iinprovements in local public spending has been more or less ignored in the expenditure 

literature .. To examine the possible implications of such expectations, we now explicitly endogenize 

capital gains income by defining y eo ph. Differentiating and solving for dy/dg in (7) gives the 

following form for the marginal price: 

12Not. that if dNldg = Oh!ilg = Ehr = dy/dg = 0 then by (3) dV/dg = 0 iff the induced change in property values 
exactly equal. the difference between project benefits and production costs. This situation has been interpreted as one 
where residential equilibrium implies exact property value cIJpitali ... tion (i.e., land rent. equal net project benefits). and 
it require. the abs.nce of both tal< revenue effects and tax distortions. Se. Crane (1936) and Starrett (1988) for 
diocu8nions. 
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M ~ _ L Jrlc:l1 +~:!lr.)+Nh~~{l'~(l +Eh lj' IP rNi!!'/1 +4 )+hdN(l·~~~)] l 
1 +!Str 1d9' 1+1 dg r' og1 I dg 1+1 . 

where 

l+t (8) 

IE 
1 + -h!. • tTl 

~; 1+1 
l+l~r ' lJ 

1+1 

is less than one if positive and greater than negative one if negative, and IJ is the (positive) income 

elasticity of housing demand The second lerm in the bracketed coefficient on each remaining 

variable in (8), i.e., the terms weighted by 6, reflects the influence of capital gains income on that 

variable's role in M.B In general, the sign of each effect is indeterminate, depending as it does on 

the magnitudes of the housing demand elasticities. However, in those cases where Ehr > -1 and 

housing demand is sufficiently income-inelastic such that ~ is positive, then endogenizing income 

unambiguously decreases the housing cost component of the marginal cost of public services. It is 

also possible that ~r < -1 yet ~ > 0, if demand is not too price·elastic, so that a rise in house prices 

increases the resident cost of public goods even though such price gains amount to an increase in 

wealth. In this situation the nominal income effect of rising prices does not induce a sufficient 

increase in housing consumption to generate enough new tax revenue at the going rate to offset the 

consumption effect of the price change. . 

If, on the other hand, Ehr = Tl = 0, then (8) becomes simply: 

M ~ T/alL. P[~(l + t )+ thllli.]) 
Idg Og dg 

131n empirical application, one may want to weight A by a parameter, say a, measuring the degreo of foresight of tho 
household. One could then t •• t the hypothesi. that a ~ 0; i.e., that a bomeowner does not rationally ,",count for 
capital gains when evaluating local public policy . 
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and the price change term disappears altogether. M nonetheless differs from T in this instance to the 

extent oh/og and dN/dg differ from zero (Le., there exist tax revenue effects), and/or a dollar 
i 

increase in public goods spending costs something other than a dollar. 

The practical importance of these factors in the general case can be seen more plainly by 

solving for the incidence of the policy change. The local market equilibrium condition that supply 

must equal demand is 

SIp) ~ Nh(P(1+t),y,g) 

where SO is lo.cal aggregate housing supply. Differentiating and substituting for dUdg from (6) 

gives the price change that maintains fiscal and market equilibrium; 

(9) 

If supply is sufficiently elastic such that the denominator in (9) is positive, then the higher is income 

or the more income-elastic is housing demand, the more will the unit price of housing rise. 

However, if there is no capital gains income, dN/dg and Oh/og are zero, and housing supply is' 

perfectly inelastic then 

Nh~ z .11G. < 0 
dg dg 

In effect, landlords finance the public good via decreases in unit rents; i.e., with inelastic supply and 

no migration, the cost of local spending is shifted entirely to non,resident homeowners. Note also 

that if oh/ilg = 0 then dp/dg = 0 if either thY'" 0 or Esp = "", for any value of T\. This can be seen by 

solving for capital gains income in (9) to get 
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(10) 

where the superscript c denotes a compensated derivative. 

Substituting from (IO) into (8) gives the reduced form expression of interest for the marginal 

price of the local public good. For the case of owner·occupiers the resulting forlilll are Quite difficult 

to Interpret in the general case, so the remainder of this paper will focus on the case where the 

household treats its income as fixed. Solving for dp/dg in (8), with dyJdg = 0, provides the 

following expression for the marginal price of local public goods: 

d.C.'Pt [(I._1 )rih. + hd.tl!.] \ 
dg IE 09 dg 

sp ---

1+ ~L(I __ I ) f 
' +1 Ie; sp (11) 

All in ( 8), the marginal price depends on production costs and tax revenue effects, as well as 

demand and now supply derivatives. The more (less) elastic is supply, the less (more) responsive is 

the net price to fiscal variation, and hence the less (more) important are price changes as a 

component of M. 

In the numerator, changes in demand due to migration and substitution have somewhat 

offsetting effects. The tax revenue effect and the effect of demand on consumption prices lower and 

raise the effective price, respectively. The net effect is an empirical matter, depending on the 

behavioral parameters. Through the denominator, increases in the price act to decrease the indirect 

effect of \>Oliey on the size of the tax base, which acts to decrease costs. The denominator of (11) is 

also larger than that of (8), so long as Ehr '" O. This suggests that if the tax revenue effect is 
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negligible, ignoring capitalization effects overstates the project's marginal economic cost to the 

household. 

Wildasin (1987) has argued that disregarding the tax distortion effect alone may cause 

estimates of the price elasticity of demand to be biased downward as much as 25%. However, he 

explicitly assumes a zero tax revenue effect and impl icitly assumes an infinitely price-elastic housing 

supply. From (II), we see that the less elastic is supply, the smaller wi II be the downward bias. In 

fact, the denominator of (11) is greater than one if supply is sufficiently inelastic relative to demand. 

In that case, estimates of Ehr based on T will be biased upward, rather than downward. Prom (7), 

sufficient conditions for the equivalence of M and T are that: (i) 9 be measured in dollar expenditures, 

so that dC/dg ~ 1, (ii) the tax revenue effect be zero, and (iii) /;hr = O. These conditions also imply 

there is no capitalization. However, if conditions (i) and (iii) hold, but the tax revenue effect is 

nonzero, capitalization is perfect net of new tax revenues. And if (il and (ii) hold, but Ehr ¢ 0 while 

Esp = 00, the capitalization effect vanishes and only the pure tax di stortion effect must be taken into 

account. These relationships represent a new set of implications not available in previous research. 

\i An I':xampl~ 

A simple example illustrates the effect of misspecifying the effective price. 14 Imagine that 

the demand for public goods by household i takes the form 

(12) 

where the public good is expressed as expenditure, the household takes its income as fixed, and the 

tax revenue effect is negligible, so that the marginal public goods price may be expressed as 

14Por purposes of comparison, thi' example follows tho format of an example in Wilda.in (1987). 
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(13) 

Substituting from (13) into (12), taking logs and differentiating both sides of (12) gives: 

dloggj = /)dIQg[1 + I£h' (, • . .1._ j.1+ YdIOgYj+dIOgUj 
1+IIEspJ 

Let the fiscal budget be 9 ~ Ip ljhj' and assume that housing demand takes the form 

hj = kYj[P(1+t)]Eh" so that Ihe budget may be written as 

9 = tpkY[p(1 +I)fh' 

where V c ljYj- Taking logs and differentjating, the fiscal budget constraint becomes 

dlog gj = dlog 1(1 + I)Eh, + (1 + Eh~ d/og P + dlog V 

1 +I+t~ 
c I' dlog (1 + I) + (1 + £h~ dlog P + dlog V (15) 

Solving for dlog (1+1) from (15), and substituting into (14) gives 

Ii - ~ y + ~ ~(I + E > dlog u 
dlog gj = -- d/og T + - - dlog YI + d/og P + - - ' 

1+e I+e 1+~ l+e (16) 

where 

~ " Ii te:h~ 1 + lIEsp) ._ 

(1 +1 +te:hr ~ )(1 +\ +IEh,) 
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As stated earlier, the standard approach in the literature is to estimate a demand equation 

having the form of (2), and to interpret the resulting parameter estimates 13, and 13
2 

as the price and 

income elasticities of public goods demand, respectively. Looking at (\6), we see that 6
1 

and 13
2 

are actually biased estimates of the elasticities, f> and y, where 

a = _ --,-13J,'_ 

( ~' ) ~ 
1 - I + 13, i\ 

(17) 

and 

y = ~2 + ~1-r3) (18) 

Note that ~ '" 0 if housing demand is price-inelastic, so that f> = 13, and V'" 13
2

, More generally, 

~ > 0 if housing demand is not too price-elastic, indicating that the estimate of f> is biased toward 

negative one, and that the estimate ofy is biased away from positive one. 15 

These results are limited in their generality since they depend on the assumption that tax 

revenue effects, due in part to the taX revenues lost or gained due to household migration, and 

capital gains income are zero. Still, they suggest that the actual price elasticity of public education 

demand is less elastic than recent studies indicate, and that the actual income elasticity of demand Is 

more elastic. 16 The results from (16) also demonstrate the omitted variable bias in (2) from not 

including the housing price as an explanatory variable. The unit price p is not directly observable, 

and its correct specification is left to another paper. Note however that this source of specification 

error disappears only if housing demand is perfectly price-inelastic. 

lSIf housing demand is nol too price-elastic, the direction of the bias iR identical to tbat diliCovered by Wildasin (1987) 
under the a.Rumption of no capitalization. However. the formulae for the reconstruction of the Ime elasticities ~ and 
y using (IS) and (16) are different from hi •. and the resulting magnitudes of tho"" elasticities are more different the 
I.", price-el •• tic i. hOWling ""pply. 

16comparing survey data for MassachuRetts and Michigan. for example, Rubinfeld and Shapiro (1989) report 
estimated Iall-price ela.,ticiti •• between ~.43 and -0.72 and income elasticitie. between 0.2 and 0.93, depending OIl the 
daL, set and specification of bousehold characteristics. TIle.e ranges are consistent with the findings of Reid 
(forthcoming) and Bergstrom. et at. (1982), "",ong others. 
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V Conclusion 

This paper derives a theoretically consistent marginal price for local public services financed 

by a tax on real property. The price can be quite complex, and varies systematically from the 

proportional tax-price variable commonly employed. The extent of that variation depends on the tax 

distortions at work, second-order tax revenue and income effects, and the influence of services on 

local prices. The derivation makes clear that the empirical significance of these biases depends on 

the behavior of housing suppliers, on how households perceive demand and income effects, and the 

price incidence of policy changes. 

In particular, the standard approach provides unbiased parameter estimates only when, 

broadly speaking, housing demand is price-inelastic and behavioral responses to changes in public 

services do not affect tax revenues. When these conditions do not hold, property value 

capitalization effects must also be taken into account when interpreting the parameter estimates, and 

when specifying the variables to be included in the demand equation. Moreover, holding prices 

constant will not neutralize the effect of tax dist0l1ions unless one assumes price-inelastic housing 

demand. An exa.'lIple using a standard demand specification confirmed that published estimates of 

the price and income elasticities of public goods demand are biased downward. However, the 

example ignored the potential role played by income effects due to capital gains income. and by tax 

revenue effects due to migration and the substitutability and complementarity between private and 

public goods by residents. 

As mentioned early in section IT, the framework of public expenditure research is incomplete 

because, among other things, it fails to properly incorporate the migration margin in the household 

decision calculus. A fruitful research project might build on the progress made in this paper by 

explicitly modelling the migration decision. 17 This could eliminate selection bias, as well as provide 

more information on the tax revenue effects that influence the true economic cost of a change in local 

spending. The resulting model will have to be quite detailed, however, which suggests that 

something along the lines of a computable general equilibrium model might be appropriate for many 

applied policy evaluation purposes. 

------
17See the approach suggested in footl1ot"4. 
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